the biblical narratives that are primarily concerned with securing Israel's inheritance.
As transient figures in their natal homes without inheritance rights, sisters have no natural place in the biblical story about heirs and property. In contrast, brothers dominate the Bible's family narratives. Rarely in these family narratives does the Bible seem to focus on sisters. And when it does, sisters could be seen, as Frederick E. Greenspahn sees them in his book When Brothers Dwell Together, to be pale reflections of the more dominant male characters in the family narratives. Following these portraits, I comment on the unique focus and characteristics that mark the Bible's sister and, by extension, its sisterhood stories.
Ideal Sister Miriam
Miriam functions as an ideal sister in Exodus 2. We first encounter 
Ideal Sister Rebecca
Rebecca functions as a powerful wife and mother in most of her narratives, yet she first appears in Genesis 24 as an ideal sister. As an ideal sister, Rebecca directs her independent will and desire in service to her natal household. This is made clear when the servant is ready to leave and Laban and his mother ask Rebecca if she is willing to go.
Rebecca replies: "I will go." 11 Happily, mother and son send her forth as their sister, ‫אחתם‬ ‫את-רבקה‬ ‫,וישלחו‬ 12 and Rebecca leaves bearing the specific blessings of, and marked as, a good sister as Gen 24:60 relates:
They blessed Rebecca and said to her: "Our sister, may you grow into multitudes. May your offspring inherit the gates of their enemies."
Dangerous Sister Dinah
In many ways, Dinah is the antithesis of Rebecca. Genesis 24 tells the story of a sister's appropriate marriage, which is sanctioned by a brother and 11 Gen 24:58. 12 Gen 24:59. Although Dinah returns tamed to her natal home, irrevocable damage has been done to her and to Jacob's household due to Simeon and Levi's vigilante slaughter of the Hivites, as Jacob's reproach to his sons reveals:
"You have brought trouble on me, making me odious among the inhabitants of the land." 13 At the end of Genesis 34, Jacob's house is vulnerable.
Though Jacob blames his sons for the state of his household, his sons blame their sister. They did what they had to do. Whatever the consequent damage to their household, they could not allow their sister to be treated like a whore.
Dangerous Sister Miriam
As 
